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Conflict of Workmen's Compensation Laws

Edward S. Stimson
The recent decision of the United States Supreme Court in *Alaska Packers’ Association v. Industrial Accident Commission of California*1 presents again the troublesome problem of what law governs the employer-employee relation.2 A corporation doing business in both Alaska and California entered into a contract of employment with one Palma, an alien, who was not a resident of California. The contract was executed in California. The corporation agreed to employ Palma in Alaska during the salmon canning season and to transport him to Alaska and back to San Francisco. The contract provided that as the only labor was to be performed in Alaska and as the corporation had elected to be bound by the provisions of the Alaska Workmen’s Compensation Act, the parties agreed to be bound by that act exclusively. Palma was injured in the course of his employment in Alaska. After returning to California he applied to the Industrial Accident Commission of California for an award of compensation under the California law. The California statute as interpreted by the Supreme Court of California gives the Commission jurisdiction over controversies arising out of injuries received outside of the state in cases where the contract of employment was made in the state. It also provided that "No contract, rule or regulation shall exempt the employer from liability for compensation fixed by this act." The corporation defended on the ground that the parties to the employment relation at the time of the injury were subject to the law of Alaska and not to the law of California and that the application of California law would violate the due process clause of the Fourteenth Amendment and deny full faith and credit to the Alaska law. The Commission awarded compensation to Palma; the Supreme Court of California sustained the award and the United States Supreme Court held that California could apply its own law.

In attempting to solve this problem the courts have been confused by apparent analogies to the problem of what law deter-

---

1 (March 11, 1935) 55 S. Ct. 518.
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mines liability for a tort\(^3\) and the problem of what law determines the validity of a contract.\(^4\) When the employer-employee relation was entered into in their own state and the employee was injured outside of it many courts apply their own law.\(^5\) When the employee was injured in their own state and the contract of employment was entered into elsewhere, many courts again apply their own law.\(^6\) Thus it is possible for the employee to recover

---


\(^4\) Pettiti v. T. J. Pardy Construction Co. (1925) 103 Conn. 101, 130 Atl. 70. See also most of the cases cited in note 5, post.


in both states. In *Smith v. Heine Safety Boiler Co.*, New York repudiated the contract theory. Justice Cardozo said that the law which determined the employee's right to compensation and the employer's duty to pay it was the law governing the employer-employee relation. While this represents the farthest advance in judicial reasoning on this problem it still leaves us in the dark as to how to ascertain what law governs the employer-employee relation. Attempting to apply this test in a later case in the same jurisdiction, Judge Lehman said that it meant the law of the state in which the employee did most of his work.

For the purpose of analysis let us take a hypothetical case. Suppose the employer is an individual who is at all times in California and the employee's work is entirely in Alaska. Obviously the employer is subject to California law and the employee to Alaska law. Alaska cannot apply its laws extraterritorially to

7 DeGray v. Miller Bros. Construction Co. (Vt. 1934) 173 Atl. 556, holding, however, that recovery in Connecticut when the contract of employment was entered into estopped the employee from recovering again in Vermont. The employee's prior recovery in Connecticut was held to bar the employer from recovering from the insurance carrier which had insured it against liability under the Vermont act. Minto v. Hitchings & Co. et al. (1923) 204 App. Div. 661, 198 N. Y. Sup. 610, also holding employee estopped by prior recovery under the New Jersey Act. In the following cases the amount recovered in the first state was allowed as a credit on the award obtained in the second. Jenkins v. T. Hogan & Sons Inc. (1917) 177 App. Div. 36, 163 N. Y. Sup. 707; Gilbert v. DesLauriers Column Mould Co. Inc. et al. (1917) 180 App. Div. 59, 167 N. Y. Sup. 274; Anderson v. Jarrett Chambers Co. (1924) 210 App. Div. 543, 206 N. Y. Sup. 458, repudiating the estoppel theory. In Hughey v. Ware et al. (1929) 34 N. M. 29, 276 Pac. 27, the petition was dismissed apparently because the recovery under the New Mexico law would be less than what had already been recovered under the Texas law and therefore finding it unnecessary to decide between the estoppel theory and the credit theory.

8 Supra, note 5. See also note 19 post.

9 "The duty to insure does not outlast the existence within our borders of the business or relation which calls it into life." 224 N. Y. 9, 12.

10 Cameron v. Ellis Construction Co., supra, note 5.

11 Five cases have been found presenting this fact situation except that in none of them does it appear where the employer was at the time the employee received his injury. Three apply the law of the state in whose territory the employment relation was entered into. Grinnel v. Wilkinson, supra, note 5; State ex rel, Maryland Casualty Co. v. District Court, supra, note 5; Hughey v. Ware et al., supra, note 7. One proceeds upon a tort theory and applies the law of the place of injury. Johnson v. Nelson, supra, note 3. Another applies the law of the place of injury because the state in which the contract was entered into interpreted its statute as not applying to injuries received outside of the state and thus the employee would otherwise be left to the inadequate common law remedies. Douthwright v. Champlin, supra, note 6.
compel the employer to pay or insure. The only law to which the employer is subject is California law and as long as he remains there it is the only law which can compel him to pay. Obviously, then, if the employee is to have any right to compensation for an injury received in the course of his employment, it must be conferred by the California law.

At this point there may be a doubt as to whether or not the California legislature intended to confer rights upon employees in other states. Where the statute did not expressly confer rights on employees injured outside of the state, a few courts have held that the legislature did not intend to confer such rights. In most of these states the legislature promptly amended the act to make it apply to out of state employees. Since no other law can confer rights upon out of state employees of local individual employers the statute should be construed to apply to them in the absence of an express provision. Most state courts have so interpreted their statutes. Many statutes expressly so provide.

If we vary the facts and assume that the employer is a corporation incorporated or doing business in California and therefore subject to its jurisdiction but also doing business in and subject to the jurisdiction of Alaska where the employee is at work, what law is the employer-employee relation subject to? Surely in this situation the relation cannot be thought of as existing between an employer in California and an employee in Alaska. Both employer and employee are at the time the employee is injured subject to Alaska law. Alaska having jurisdiction over the corporation can compel it to pay. True, California

15 Revised Statutes of Missouri 1929, sec. 3310; Compiled Laws of Michigan 1929, Vol. II, sec. 8458; Code of Tennessee 1932, Sec. 6870. The Missouri statute applies not only to injuries received outside of the state under contract of employment made in the state but also to all injuries received in the state regardless of where the contract of employment was entered into. See also the statutes referred to in note 13 supra.
also has jurisdiction over the corporation but it should not be permitted to impose duties upon the corporation because of relations which exist between it in other states and its employees there.\footnote{16} It is submitted that in this case the employer-employee relation is governed by the law of Alaska.

In Ohio v. Chattanooga Boiler & Tank Co.\footnote{17} a corporation incorporated in Tennessee and one Tidwell entered into a contract of employment in Tennessee by the terms of which the employee agreed to work for the company in Tennessee and other states. Tidwell was killed while erecting a tank in Ohio. His widow applied to the Industrial Commission of Ohio for compensation under the Ohio Workmen's Compensation Law. The corporation appeared specially and objected to the jurisdiction of the Commission. The Commission ruled against the corporation and awarded the widow $4910.64, which was paid to her out of the state insurance fund. The corporation had complied with the Tennessee Workmen's Compensation Act under which the compensation would have been $2200.00, but not with the Ohio law. Under the Ohio law the state was given a right of action over against the employer for reimbursement. Ohio invoked the original jurisdiction of the Supreme Court of the United States and brought its action for reimbursement there against the corporation. Judgment was for the plaintiff.

In this case the Supreme Court reaches just the opposite conclusion from that arrived at in the instant case and in Bradford Electric Light Co. v. Clapper\footnote{18} which it followed. It held that the law governing the employer-employee relation was Ohio law distinguishing Bradford Electric Light Co. v. Clapper on the ground that the Tennessee law as interpreted by the Supreme Court of Tennessee did not bar recovery in other states as the Vermont statute in that case had. The distinction is untenable because it assumes that a state by statute can prevent another state from applying its own law to a relation between parties over whom it has jurisdiction.

\footnote{16} Cf. St. Louis Cotton Compress Co. v. Arkansas (1922) 260 U. S. 346, 43 S. Ct. 125 67 L. ed. 297, where Justice Holmes said: "It is true that the state may regulate the activities of foreign corporations within the state but it cannot regulate or interfere with what they do outside."; and Western Union Tel. Co. v. Brown (1914) 234 U. S. 542, 34 S. Ct. 955 58 L. ed. 1457. By a parity of reasoning it cannot interfere with their relations outside.

\footnote{17} (1933) 289 U. S. 439, 53 S. Ct. 663 77 L. ed. 1307.

\footnote{18} (1932) 286 U. S. 145, 52 S. Ct. 571; 76 L. ed. 1026.
If at the time the employee was injured the parties, and therefore the employer-employee relation, were subject to the law of Alaska, it is a denial of full faith and credit not to recognize it and unfair and a denial of due process of law to apply any other law.

The decision, as was that in *Bradford Electric Light Co. v. Clapper*, is based on the fallacy that the law of the state in which the contract is completed enters into and becomes a part of the contract. This is not true. The contract merely creates the employer-employee relation to which the law of a particular state may or may not apply and the question is to what law was it subject at the time the employee was injured. If the statute in the state in which the contract of employment was entered into was repealed after the contract of employment had been entered into but prior to the time when the employee was injured, no one would suppose that the right to compensation and the duty to pay it regardless of fault would remain a term of the contract. The statute is clearly not a part of the contract where it is entered into prior to the enactment of the statute. The place where the relation was formed cannot determine the law to which it is subject at a later time when it exists elsewhere. It cannot matter that the statute is of the so-called elective type. All of these statutes are compulsory and the election given to the employer is a choice between a limited liability for all injuries regardless of fault and the more onerous unlimited liability for negligence without benefit of the common law defenses. The contract theory will not work in the large number of cases where

---


20 See the Alabama case in note 19 *supra*.

21 See the same Alabama case in note 19 *supra*. The entire analysis of this problem will be found in Judge McClellan's opinion, the force and clarity of which has never been equalled.


23 See again the Alabama case in note 19 *supra*.

24 Note 37 Harv. L. Rev. 375, 376.
the employment is at will, i.e. where the employee does agree to work for any fixed period of time and the employer does not agree to employ the worker for any specified term. In these cases there is no contract yet the employer-employee relation exists.

In the instant case Justice Stone remarks upon the hardship on the claimant of compelling him to return to Alaska to prosecute his claim especially when the witnesses had probably been returned to California too. This assumes what is not true. The Alaska law provides for suit in a court, the action is transitory and could be brought in a court in California. The Supreme Court has held provisions like the one in the Alaska law, limiting actions under the act to the courts of Alaska except where service in Alaska is impossible, contrary to the due process clause of the Fourteenth Amendment and void. It is submitted that rights arising under the laws of the commission type are also transitory. The only case in which the point has arisen is Logan v. Missouri Valley Bridge & Iron Co. The Arkansas Supreme Court said the action was transitory but that the Oklahoma law had provided no machinery by which it could be enforced in Arkansas. This reason for refusing to enforce the foreign right is absurd. The Oklahoma legislature could not set up law enforcement machinery in Arkansas. It is submitted that a court of equity can administer periodic payments, retain the cause for subsequent adjustments where that is necessary and make any

25 For cases in which the employment was at will, see Johnson v. Nelson, supra, note 3; Krekelberg v. M. A. Floyd Co. et al., supra, note 5.


award that the foreign commission could. All that was said in *Slater v. Mexican National Railroad Co.* was that a court of

In conclusion it is submitted that the law governing the employer-employee relation is, in the case of individual employers, the law of the state in which the employer is at the time the employee is injured and, in the case of corporate employers, the law of the state in which the employee is at the time he receives his injury. In the latter class of cases, the Supreme Court should follow its decision in *Ohio v. Chattanooga Boiler & Tank Co.* and overrule its decisions in *Bradford Electric Light Co. v. Clapper* and the instant case.

---

30 Supra note 18. Professor Beale also thinks this case should be overruled, 48 Harv. L. Rev. 620.
31 Floyd v. Vicksburg Cooperage Co., supra, note 5.
33 Supra note 17.